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Abstract: Paper-based friction materials are porous materials that exhibit anisotropy; they exhibit random pore
sizes and quantities during their preparation, thereby rendering the control of their pore structure difficult.
Composites with different pore structures are obtained by introducing chemical foaming technology during
their preparation to regulate their pore structure and investigate the effect of pore structure on the properties
of paper-based friction materials. The results indicate that the skeleton density, total pore area, average pore
diameter, and porosity of the materials increase after chemical foaming treatment, showing a more open pore
structure. The addition of an organic chemical foaming agent improves the curing degree of the matrix
significantly. Consequently, the thermal stability of the materials improves significantly, and the hardness and
elastic modulus of the matrix increase by 73.7% and 49.4%, respectively. The dynamic friction coefficient
increases and the wear rate is reduced considerably after optimizing the pore structure. The wear rate, in
particular, decreases by 47.7% from 2.83 × 10−8 to 1.48 × 10−8 cm3/J as the foaming agent content increases. Most
importantly, this study provides an effective method to regulate the pore structure of wet friction materials,
which is conducive to achieving the desired tribological properties.
Keywords: paper-based friction materials; chemical foaming technology; pore structure; tribological properties

1

Introduction

Paper-based friction materials are typically synthesized
via wet paper-making methods, using reinforced fibers
and friction modifiers as the main raw materials to
create preforms, which are then impregnated with
binders and cured via hot pressing [1–4]. As a type of
composite, paper-based friction materials can exhibit
excellent performance not afforded by a single
component through performance coupling among
different components, e.g., a high and stable dynamic
friction coefficient (μd), high torque transmission ability,
low friction noise, and high wear resistance [5].
Paper-based friction materials are porous materials.
* Corresponding author: Jie FEI, E-mail: feijiecc@nwpu.edu.cn

During material preparation, the random arrangement
and bridging of fibers, the air entrainment of each
component, and the escape of low-molecular gas
products generated in the resin curing reaction can
create pores inside the materials, which renders it
difficult to control the pore structure. However, it is
often indicated that the pore structure is an important
factor that affects the thermal, mechanical, and
tribological properties of wet friction materials [6–11].
Therefore, the pore structure must be regulated and
optimized to improve the comprehensive performance
of paper-based friction materials.
In previous studies, the porosity was modified and
its effect on the tribological properties of paper-based
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composites was analyzed. Deng et al. [6] prepared
several paper-based friction materials with different
porosities by changing the thickness of the material.
The results indicated that as the porosity increased,
μd and compressibility increased, whereas the recovery
rate decreased. Matsumoto [12] varied the porosity
of paper-based friction materials by changing the
fibrillation degree of the fibers. The experimental
results indicated that the maximum temperature of
the friction surface during the engagement process
decreased when the porosity of the material was
higher. Ren et al. [13] discovered that the porosity
of the materials decreased gradually as the curing
pressure increased. Zhu et al. [14] concluded that
wear rate increased with an increase in porosity,
and the wear resistance of high-porosity materials
decreased owing to their loose and porous structure.
Current investigation into the pore structure of paperbased friction materials indicates two deficiencies.
First, the pore structure control of the material is
performed based on a single method, i.e., primarily
by changing the material thickness or hot-pressing
curing parameters. Second, existing studies show that
an increase in porosity increases the wear rate, which
hinders the simultaneous improvement in friction and
wear performance. Therefore, an effective method is
necessitated to regulate the pore structure of paperbased friction materials such that the materials can
yield a higher μd while maintaining a low wear rate.
Chemical foaming is a process in which a chemical
foaming agent decomposes thermally and releases
gas during processing to foam the material; this is
primarily used for the foaming of concrete, sponge,
and thermoplastics [15–19]. A chemical blowing agent
is characterized by its thermal decomposition within
a specific temperature range and can release one or
more gases, thereby rendering it suitable for polymers
that exhibit the molten state within a specific
temperature range [20]. Organic chemical foaming
agents offer the advantages of constant decomposition
temperature, significant gas production, and good
dispersion in polymers. The gas produced by the
thermal decomposition of an organic chemical foaming
agent is primarily nitrogen, which exhibits the lowest
permeability to polymer and cannot easily escape
from the foam body quickly. Therefore, nitrogen, as

the most effective foaming gas, significantly improves
foaming efficiency [21]. Paper-based friction materials
with different pore structures can be obtained by
changing the amount of foaming agent. However,
few studies have applied chemical foaming technology
to regulate the pore structure and investigate its
effect on the overall properties of paper-based friction
materials.
In this study, paper-based friction materials with
different pore structures were achieved by introducing
chemical foaming technology during their preparation.
The decomposition characteristics and activation
mechanisms of the foaming system were analyzed.
The pore structures of different materials were
characterized, and their thermal, mechanical, and wet
tribological properties were compared. In addition,
the strengthening effect of the chemical foaming
system on the matrix, and the impact mechanism
of the pore structure on the tribological performance
were investigated.

2
2.1

Experimental
Raw material

The fiber reinforcements included polyacrylonitrilebased carbon fibers (Jilin Jiyan High Technology Fiber
Co., Ltd., China), aramid fibers (DuPont, USA),
and cellulose fibers, which constituted 33.3%, 31.0%,
and 35.7% of the reinforcing fibers, respectively. The
mixed fillers were composed of alumina, chromite,
mineral, zinc oxide, barium sulfate, talcum, graphite,
and carbon black powders, which constituted 20.0%,
20.0%, 15.0%, 15.0%, 12.8%, 7.8%, 5.5%, and 3.9% of
the fillers, respectively. The binder comprised equal
amounts of a 20 wt% cashew-modified phenolic resin
solution (Shandong Shengquan New Material Co.,
Ltd., China) and a 20 wt% nitrile rubber solution
(Hengshui Ruien Rubber & Plastic Technology Co.,
Ltd., China). N,N'-dinitroso pentamethylene tetramine
(DPT, Zhejiang Shuntai Rubber & Plastic Technology
Co., Ltd., China) was selected as the organic chemical
foaming agent. Urea (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd., China) was used as the foaming auxiliary
for the foaming system to reduce the decomposition
temperature.
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2.2

Material preparation

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the manufacturing
process of the paper-based friction materials, where
chemical foaming technology was introduced. First,
reinforced fibers, cellulose fibers, fillers, and DPT
were mixed with a certain amount of water and stirred
for 15 min to form a uniformly dispersed slurry.
Subsequently, the slurry was poured into a vacuum
suction filter to manufacture the wet preform of the
paper-based friction material. Next, the prepared wet
preform was placed in an oven and dried at 70 °C for
60 min. Subsequently, the dried preform was immersed
in a urea solution and dried at room temperature
after the immersion was completed. Next, the dried
preform obtained in the second step was immersed
in the binder solution and dried at room temperature
again after a full immersion. Finally, the dried preform
was placed into the curing machine for hot pressing
and foam modeling. The foaming time was 10 min,
the hot-pressing foaming temperature was 160 °C,
and the pressure was 5 MPa. After the hot-pressing
foaming was completed, a ring-shaped (outer diameter:
103 mm; inner diameter: 72 mm) paper-based friction
material with a thickness of 0.75 mm was obtained by
performing a blanking procedure. The relative amounts
of the ingredients in the composites are shown in
Table 1. The foaming system contained an organic
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chemical foaming agent and a foaming auxiliary at a
weight ratio of 4.3:3.7.
2.3

Testing equipment and method

The friction surfaces of the materials before and after
the tribology test were observed using the scanning
electron microscope (SEM, Czech Tescan VEGA3,
Czech Republic). The surface roughness and threedimensional (3D) surface profiles before wear were
measured using an OPTELICS C130 real color confocal
microscope (LASERTEC, Japan).
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was used
to analyze the chemical groups of the foaming system
and to measure the change in the chemical groups
of the materials before and after hot-press chemical
foaming.
The thermogravimetric and differential scanning
calorimetry (TG-DSC) of the DPT and foaming system
and the thermal properties of the composites were
tested using a thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA/
SDTA851, METTLER TOLEDO, Switzerland). The
measurement was performed in the temperature range
of 50–800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and a flow
rate of 50 mL/min under an argon atmosphere.
A mercury porosimeter (AutoPore IV 9500, USA)
under high pressure was used to characterize the
mercury injection curve, skeletal density, average pore

Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating preparation process of paper-based friction materials using chemical foaming technology.
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Table 1

Compositions and ratio (wt%) of the samples.

Sample

F1

F2

F3

F4

Fibers

35

35

35

35

Binder

35

35

35

35

Fillers

30

25

20

15

Foaming system

0

5

10

15

diameter, and porosity of the composites. The test
range for the pore diameter was 0.003–1,000 μm.
The oil wettability of the samples was tested using
a contact angle meter (JC2000D, China), where the
liquid medium was the lubricating oil used in the
tribology test.
A nanoindentation test (Nano Indenter G200, Agilent
Technologies, USA) was used to evaluate the hardness
and Young’s modulus of the binder matrix under a
load of 100 mN. The selected nanoindenter was a
Berkovich indenter with a radius of 20 nm.
Compressibility and recovery tests were performed
on the paper-based friction materials using a
CMT5304-30 KN electronic universal testing machine
(Shenzhen SANS Testing Machine Co., Ltd., China)
at room temperature. The sample was cut into
10 mm × 10 mm pieces and an initial load of 5 N was
applied and maintained for 10 s initially. Subsequently,
the sample was loaded uniformly at a speed of
0.2 mm/min until the main load reached 50 N, which
was then maintained for 10 s. Finally, it was uniformly
unloaded at a speed of 0.2 mm/min until a preload of
5 N was reached. This loading and unloading process
of one sample was repeated for three cycles, and the
average of the three experimental data was applied
for further analysis.
Based on the the standard “GB13826-2008 Wettype (non-metallic) friction materials”, China, the
wet tribology properties were characterized using a
QM1000-II friction tester (Xi’an Shuntong Science &
Technology Co., Ltd., China) under continuous oillubricated conditions. The dynamic friction coefficient
obtained from each braking was recorded using a
testing machine. The wear rate of the materials was
calculated after 500 continuous braking cycles under
a contact pressure of 0.5 MPa and a rotational
speed of 2,000 rpm. The wear rate was calculated as
in Eq. (1) [22, 23]:

W

A  h
1
n  I 0 2
2

(1)

where W is the wear rate (cm3/J), A is the apparent
contact area of the samples (cm2), h is the thickness
change of the samples (cm), n is the number of braking
cycles, I0 is the total inertia of the tester (kg·m2), and
 is the angular velocity of the tester (rad/s).

3

Results and discussion

3.1 Characteristics of foaming system
As an organic chemical foaming agent, DPT offers the
advantages of easy dispersion, high gas production,
and high foaming efficiency [24–26]. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), the DPT powder as a block measuring
approximately 20 μm. The infrared spectra of DPT
and urea were measured using the KBr compression
method, and the infrared spectra of DPT and urea
are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The
characteristic absorption of DPT corresponded to
the stretching vibration absorption peak of N=O at
1,265 cm−1, whereas the characteristic absorption of
urea corresponded to the bending vibration absorption
peak of H–N–H at 1,622 cm−1.
To investigate the decomposition characteristics of
the foaming system, TG-DSC analysis was performed
on DPT and a mixture comprising DPT and urea.
Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show the TG-DSC curves of DPT
and the mixture comprising DPT and urea, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2(d), the decomposition of DPT
was abrupt. It began to decompose slowly at 170 °C
and then decomposed rapidly at 207 °C, with a
decomposition peak temperature of 211 °C. At the
endpoint of the exothermic peak (220 °C), the weight
loss rate of DPT was approximately 83%. The
decomposition reaction of DPT is shown in Fig. 3(a).
DPT decomposed into nitrogen, formaldehyde, and
hexamethylene tetramine (HMTA) after heating [24].
HMTA is the most typically used curing agent for
phenolic resins; therefore, the use of DPT as a foaming
agent does not introduce additional harmful products
after decomposition. However, the decomposition
temperature of DPT is relatively high. To match the
decomposition temperature of DPT with the curing
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Fig. 2 (a) Micromorphology of DPT; Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of (b) DPT and (c) urea; (d) TG-DSC curves of DPT
and (e) mixture of DPT and urea.

temperature of the binder, urea was added to reduce
the decomposition temperature of DPT; this can
improve the foaming efficiency and eliminate the
peculiar smell generated by the decomposition residue
of DPT. As shown in Fig. 2(e), the decomposition
process of the combination of DPT and urea differed
significantly from that of DPT, and the addition of
urea reduced the decomposition temperature of DPT
considerably. The reaction process was categorized
into three stages. In the first stage, the mixture began
to decompose at 130 °C, and the peak temperature of
decomposition was 158.3 °C, which indicates that the
exothermic reaction between DPT and urea occurred
at 130–180 °C. Figure 3(b) shows the reaction formula
of DPT combined with urea [24]. The mass loss in the
second stage was primarily caused by the decomposition
of HMTA and biuret generated in the first stage,
which resulted in solid residues. Subsequently, these
solid residues decomposed slowly as the temperature
increased.
Unreacted active sites remained in the phenolic ring
of the structural pre-polymer of the phenolic resin.
Therefore, a curing agent must be added to induce
a reaction with the active sites on the phenolic ring
of the resin molecule such that it can be further
solidified into a 3D polymer. It is generally believed

that the unreacted active sites in phenolic resin will
react with any N atom in HMTA under a small amount
of ~5% free phenol and less than 1% water in the system,
resulting in an active hydrogen transfer reaction on
the active sites of the phenolic ring [27]. The curing
reaction process is illustrated in Fig. 3(c). Studies
pertaining to curing products indicated that 66%–77%
of N atoms in HMTA finally combined into the cured
products. Therefore, each HMTA molecule lost one N
atom, and only NH3 was produced during curing
without generating water. Curing using HMTA offers
the following advantages: First, the curing speed and
curing efficiency can be improved; in addition, the
material exhibits high stiffness and do not warp easily
after being cured [28].
3.2 Characteristics of composites
3.2.1 Infrared spectra of materials before and after
foaming
To further investigate and prove the decomposition
reaction when DPT and urea are used simultaneously,
the four preforms after impregnation with the binder
and drying were hot-pressed at 60 and 160 °C,
respectively, for 10 min to form a thin sheet with a
thickness of 0.75 mm. The infrared spectra of different
www.Springer.com/journal/40544 | Friction
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Fig. 3 Decomposition reaction of (a) DPT and (b) mixture of DPT and urea; (c) curing reaction process of phenolic resin by HMTA.

samples that were hot-pressed at 60 and 160 °C
are presented in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
characteristic peaks of DPT and urea did not appear
after low-temperature and high-temperature film
pressing. This was because the foaming system was not
added to F1. By contrast, as presented in Figs. 4(b)–
4(d), the characteristic absorption peaks of DPT
and urea appeared in the spectra of F2, F3, and F4
after low-temperature film pressing. However, it is
noteworthy that the characteristic absorption peaks of

DPT at 1,265 cm−1 and urea at 1,622 cm−1 of F2, F3, and
F4 disappeared after high-temperature film pressing,
indicating that both DPT and urea decomposed
at 160 °C. The decomposition of DPT and urea can
generate a significant amount of gas to form the
material, and the reaction between them is shown in
Fig. 3(b).
3.2.2

Pore structure

As shown in Fig. 5, the foaming process of paper-

Fig. 4 Infrared spectra of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F3, and (d) F4 before and after decomposition of foaming agent.
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Fig. 5 Foaming process of paper-based friction materials.

based friction materials can be categorized into three
stages: nucleation, growth, and molding of bubbles.
First, a blowing agent was added to the molten polymer,
and it dispersed freely in the melt. The blowing agent
can decompose under the action of heat or a catalyst,
thereby generating gas to form a gas–liquid solution.
When the gas reaches the saturation limit in the
solution and forms a supersaturated solution, it can
overflow from the solution and disperse in the liquid
polymer. Subsequently, bubble cores are formed and
surrounded by a thick liquid. Because the pressure in
the bubble is inversely proportional to the radius, the
bubble with a smaller radius possesses higher internal

pressure. When two bubbles are in close proximity,
gas can diffuse from the small bubble to the large
bubble, causing them to merge and form a bubble with
a larger radius—This is known as bubble growth. Finally,
with further improvement in the curing degree of the
matrix, the bubbles are stabilized and solidified.
Figure 6(a) shows the mercury injection curves
for different composites. It was discovered that the
amount of mercury injected into the material per
unit mass increased gradually as the amount of DPT
increased; this indicates that F4 had a larger pore
volume per unit mass compared with the others. In
addition, the slope of the mercury injection curve

Fig. 6 (a) Mercury injection curves, (b) average pore diameters and skeleton densities, and (c) porosities of F1, F2, F3, and F4.
www.Springer.com/journal/40544 | Friction
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increased gradually from F1 to F4 in the pressure
range of 4–10 psia, which indicates that the efficiency
of mercury injection improved gradually and that
the penetration of mercury became easier. It can be
summarized that the number of opening pores and the
connectivity of pores inside the composites increased
gradually with the DPT content.
Figure 6(b) shows the average pore size and skeleton
density of different materials. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
both parameters exhibited a gradually increasing
trend. The average pore diameter of F4 was 29.09 μm,
which was approximately 19.8% larger than that of
F1 (24.29 μm). This is due to the growth of bubbles or
the combination of two or more pores during the
foaming process, which increased the average pore
diameter of the material. As the foaming agent content
increased, more bubbles were generated for merging,
thereby resulting in larger pore diameters in the
material. In addition, the increase in the skeleton density
was attributed to the increase in the cross-linking
degree of the matrix from a microscopic perspective.
The cross-linking of the matrix is a process in which
linear polymer chains are connected to form a network
polymer via covalent bonds. However, it is noteworthy
that not every linear polymer chain participates
in the cross-linking reaction. The introduction of the
foaming process can provide a driving force for the

cross-linking reaction of polymer chains, as shown in
Fig. 5, thereby reducing the number of unreacted linear
polymer chains and increasing the cross-linking degree
of the matrix; consequently, the skeleton density will
increase.
Porosity is a critical performance index for wet
friction materials and can significantly affect the
mechanical and tribological properties of composites.
As shown in Fig. 6(c), the porosity of the different
materials exhibited a gradual upward trend. The
amount of gas generated via thermal decomposition
increased significantly as the amount of added DPT
increased, and more gas bubbles occupied a larger
volume inside the material after the bubbles grew
and merged. Subsequently, the bubbles escaped and
formed a large number of pores in the material,
thereby increasing the porosity of the material.
3.2.3

Surface properties

To investigate the effect of the chemical foaming
process on the surface morphology of the composites,
the material surface to be rubbed before wear was
characterized via SEM, as shown in Fig. 7. It was
observed that the fibers, matrix, and fillers were
uniformly dispersed, disorderly arranged, and combined.
As the DPT content increased, the size and number
of pores in the materials increased after the foaming

Fig. 7 SEM micrographs of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F3, and (d) F4 before wear.
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process. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the surface of F1 was
shielded with numerous matrices, and only a few fibers
were exposed; furthermore, the fillers were wrapped
by the matrix. Hence, the synergistic reinforcement
effect of each component of the composite could
not be fully exerted, stress could not be effectively
transferred to the reinforced fibers, and the matrix
can peel off easily during the friction process, thereby
negatively affecting the wear resistance of the material.
As shown in Figs. 7(b)–7(d), the fibers, matrix, and
fillers of F2, F3, and F4 were combined well and
exhibited larger pore diameters and porosities compared
with F1. This shows that the composites that underwent
chemical foaming exhibited a better open pore
structure, which is conducive to the flow of lubricating
oil inside the material. The excellent fluidity of
lubricating oil can remove a significant amount of
friction heat generated by continuous braking and
effectively reduce the thermal wear of materials. In
addition, Fig. 7(d) shows that numerous small pores
appeared in some areas of the F4 matrix (marked by
circles). This might be because when the added amount
of DPT was extremely high, the nucleated bubbles
did not have sufficient energy to grow; hence, they
escaped rapidly from the material when the temperature
increased significantly.
Based on the anisotropy of the surface morphology
of wet friction materials, the 3D measurement method
of all points in the measurement area can be utilized
to comprehensively evaluate the characteristics of
the surface profile. Figure 8 shows the roughness and

Fig. 8 3D surface profiles and fiction surface roughness of F1,
F2, F3, and F4.

1325
3D surface profile of the unworn friction surface of
different samples measured using a real color confocal
microscope. The surface roughness (Sq) of F1, F2, F3,
and F4 was 47.48, 52.84, 54.70, and 57.66 μm, respectively, and Sa indicated a similar tendency. Hence,
it can be concluded that both Sa and Sq increased
gradually with the increase in DPT, which is consistent
with the variations in the average pore size and porosity.
As the average pore diameter and porosity increased,
the size of the pores and the number of grooves
increased, and more fibers and fillers were exposed.
All of the above conditions can increase the Sq of the
material, based on the calculation principle of Sq [29,
30]. The significant improvement in Sa and Sq implies
that the friction surface had a higher Sq value, which
is associated closely with the increase in μd.
3.2.4 Wettability
Wettability is an important characteristic of wet friction
materials and can be affected by two factors. First,
it can be affected by the intrinsic properties of the
material, depending on whether polar lipophilic groups
exist in the molecular structure of the substance.
Second, it can be affected by the external properties of
the composite, e.g., the surface properties of the solid,
such as Sq, porosity, pore diameter, and pore size
distribution. To investigate the wettability of lubricating
oil on the composites, a set of contact angle experiments
were performed, and the results are presented in
Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 9, the contact angles of F1,
F2, F3, and F4 were 70.3°, 57.3°, 49.1°, and 37.1°,
respectively. The sample indicated better wettability
as the amount of DPT added increased, which
indicates that the sample possessed better lubricating
oil permeability after the chemical foaming process.
The improvement in wettability is attributable to the
increase in the Sq, porosity, and pore size. Specifically,
according to Cassie’s theory, the apparent contact
angle decreases as the surface roughness increases
for a surface with a contact angle less than 90° [31]. In
addition, an increase in porosity and pore diameter
can result in a decrease in compactness. Consequently,
the proportion of solids per unit area on the surface
is reduced, resulting in a reduced flow resistance of
the lubricating oil to facilitate the spread of oil droplets,
as illustrated in Fig. 9(e).
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Fig. 9 Contact angles of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F3, and (d) F4;
(e) schematic diagram of improvement mechanism of wettability.

3.3
3.3.1

Thermal and mechanical performances
Thermal characterization

In the continuous braking process, a significant amount
of frictional heat can be generated. If the heat cannot
be effectively dissipated or transferred in time, then
the surface temperature of the friction materials
will increase rapidly, which can in fact damage the
materials. To investigate the effect of the chemical
foaming process on the paper-based friction materials,
the thermal stabilities of the four samples were analyzed
using TG-DTG curves. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the
temperature at which the mass loss was 10% was
337.8 °C for F1, which was higher than those for F2,
F3, and F4. However, F1 exhibited a higher weight
loss rate as the temperature increased. The residual
mass percentage of the four composites after a TG
evaluation was 46.86% for F1, 50.95% for F2, 52.03%
for F3, and 53.24% for F4, when the temperature
increased to 600 °C. The results show that F4 exhibited
better thermal stability compared with the others.

Figure 10(b) shows the DTG curves of the composites.
Two primary decomposition peaks were observed, i.e.,
at 300–350 °C and 500–560 °C, which were primarily
attributed to the thermal degradation of nitrile rubber
and phenolic resin. Nitrile rubber exhibited two rapid
weight loss stages: The first stage occurred within
360–500 °C, and severe thermal decomposition occurred
at this time. Furthermore, the molecular chain underwent
thermal cracking at this stage, and the degree of chain
breaking increased as the pyrolysis reaction progressed.
The second stage occurred at temperatures beyond
500 °C, and the main reaction was oxidation, which
can produce solid carbon. However, because the heat
resistance of nitrile rubber is inferior, the mass loss
reached up to 90% when the temperature exceeded
500 °C [32, 33].
The thermal degradation of phenolic resins can be
categorized into three stages [34]. The temperature
range of the first stage was 100–300 °C. Small molecules
such as H2O, CO2, and glycol adsorbed into the porous
structure of wet friction materials volatilize when
heated. The weight loss at this stage was primarily
caused by the physical desorption of small molecules
with no chemical reaction. Therefore, the difference in
the thermal stability of the samples was insignificant.
The second stage occurred in the temperature range
of 300–360 °C. At this stage, CO2 molecules, hydroxyl,
aromatic rings, and other functional groups were
present in the gas products owing to the volatilization
of free phenol in the phenolic resin. In addition, a slight
condensation reaction of hydroxyl groups, a bondbreaking reaction of methylene groups, and an oxidation
reaction involving hydroxyl radicals occurred at this
stage, as presented in Fig. 10(c) [35]. Figure 10(c)
shows that the phenolic hydroxyl active groups can
further undergo condensation polymerization with
methylene to generate small molecules of H2O at
approximately 350 °C, which will further increase the
cross-linking degree of the resin matrix. As shown in
Fig. 10(b), the decomposition peak temperature of F1
was 305.6 °C at this stage, which was lower than those
of F2, F3, and F4. This is primarily due to the formation
of HMTA after the foaming process; the formed
HTMA can react with free phenol, thereby resulting
in less free phenol in the phenolic resin. In addition,
the squeezing force caused by the growth and
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Fig. 10 (a) TG and (b) DTG curves of samples; (c, d) chemical reaction formulae for thermal degradation of phenolic resin.

expansion of bubbles can improve the curing degree
of the phenolic resin, thereby increasing the bonding
strength between molecules and rendering it more
difficult to break the methylene bond. The third
stage occurred at 500–650 °C, which was the main
decomposition stage of the phenolic resin. With
a further increase in temperature, methyl phenol,
dimethyl phenol, and O-phenyl phenol appeared in
the gas products at 500 °C, which was due to the
bond breaking of the methylene groups of the resin
molecular chain, as shown in Fig. 10(d) [34]. The
weight loss at this stage was caused by the volatility
of a significant amount of aromatic gas produced by
the molecular chain scission reaction of the phenolic
resin. As shown in Fig. 10(b), the decomposition peak
temperature of F1 was 516.3 °C at this stage, which
was much lower than that of F4 (553.0 °C). This is
primarily due to the introduction of the chemical
foaming process, which provided a driving force for
the curing of the binder, as shown in Fig. 6, and caused
a significant increase in the curing efficiency of the
samples, thereby enhancing the hardness and modulus
of the matrix (Section 3.3.2). This implies that the
strength of the methylene chemical bond and the
intermolecular bond improved and resulted in a

higher temperature, which is necessary to break the
methylene bond. Based on the analysis above, it can
be concluded that the introduction of the chemical
foaming system can effectively improve the heat
resistance of the material, i.e., it can decelerate the
thermal degradation of the matrix and reduce the
thermal wear of the materials.
3.3.2

Nanoindentation hardness and elastic modulus

The hardness and elastic modulus significantly affect
the friction and wear properties of friction materials
[36]. Reference [37] shows that increasing the hardness
of composite materials results in a lower wear rate.
To measure the hardness and elastic modulus of
different samples, an indenter was used to perform an
indentation test on the matrix of the material under a
maximum load of 100 mN, and the results are shown
in Fig. 11. As shown in Fig. 11(a), the hardness of
F4 was 0.172 GPa, which is an approximately 73.7%
increase compared with that of F1 (0.099 GPa). Two
factors contributed to the increase in the hardness.
First, the formation of decomposition product HMTA
can increase the curing efficiency of the phenolic resin
such that it can be cured further into a 3D polymer.
Second, the growth and expansion of a numerous
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Fig. 11 (a) Hardness and elastic modulus and (b) load–depth curves of F1, F2, F3, and F4.

bubbles can exert a squeezing force on the matrix
during the foaming process, which will then increase
the cross-linking degree of the matrix. Consequently,
the curing degree of the phenolic resin and the
vulcanization degree of the nitrile rubber will improve,
thereby causing the strength of the materials to
enhance significantly. In addition, the elastic modulus
of F4 was 4.715 GPa, which was approximately 49.4%
higher than that of F1 (3.155 GPa). The elastic modulus
can be used as an index to measure the difficulty
of elastic deformation of materials; a greater elastic
modulus, from a microscopic perspective, implies
a greater bonding strength between atoms, ions, or
molecules. A material with a greater elastic modulus
requires a greater stress to generate a certain elastic
deformation, that is, the greater the stiffness of the
material. Figure 11(b) shows the load–depth curves
of the different samples. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the
entire test process primarily comprised three stages:
loading, load holding, and unloading stages [38]. The
indentation depth directly reflects the hardness of the
sample. The lower the indentation depth, the higher
is the hardness of the sample [39–41]. As shown in
Fig. 11(b), the indentation depth of F4 was the lowest
under the maximum load, indicating that F4 possessed
the highest hardness. The results confirmed that
the introduction of the chemical foaming process
can increase the hardness and elastic modulus of the
material.
3.3.3

compressibility of F4 was 5.9%, which was 79% higher
than that of F1 (3.3%), and showed an increasing trend.
The recovery increased from 83.8% (F1) to 89.0% (F3),
and then decreased slightly to 86.6% (F4). The flow of
lubricating oil in the pores of materials can remove a
significant amount of heat generated during braking.
A sample with greater elasticity is conducive to the
flow of lubricating oil, thereby reducing the heat loss
of the materials [3]. The compressibility is primarily
affected by porosity. The higher the porosity, the
larger is the load on the pore wall per unit area, which
results in a more significant compression deformation.
Meanwhile, the material can recover after braking,
and a good recovery enables more lubricating oil to
be absorbed such that a thicker lubricating oil film
can be formed to protect the friction surface during
the next braking process. Owing to the synergistic
effect of the improvement in the curing degree of the
matrix and the modification of nitrile rubber, the

Compressibility and recovery properties

Figure 12 shows the average values of compressibility
and recovery of different composites after three cycles
under a load of 50 N. The results show that the

Fig. 12 Compressibility/recovery of different materials.
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recovery rate increased gradually. However, because
F4 possessed high porosity, the pores with thin pore
walls crushed easily and yielded partial permanent
deformation, which slightly deteriorated the
recovery of the sample. The ideal wet friction material
must exhibit high compressibility and recovery
such that the material possesses favorable elasticity,
which is beneficial for improving friction and wear
performance.
3.4

Wet tribological performance

The stability of μd is vital to braking materials; it is
typically measured by the fluctuation of μd during a
repeated braking process. The stability of μd can
directly affect the braking stability and safety of
machinery. Figure 13(a) shows the μd obtained from
200 times of continuous braking under 0.5 MPa and
2,000 rpm. It can be concluded that F3 and F4
demonstrated better friction coefficient stability than
the others; furthermore, it was shown that μd decreased
slightly in the first 20 braking cycles, and then
gradually stabilized. The main factors affecting the
friction coefficient stability of paper-based friction
materials are the morphology and temperature of
the friction interface. The reinforcement fibers on the
friction surface of F1 were primarily shielded by
the matrix owing to the low porosity, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). In the continuous braking process, the matrix
is peeled off easily from the material, which renders
the rough peaks on the friction surface fluctuate
easily, thereby resulting in inferior friction stability.
In addition, friction heat can accumulate endlessly
during the continuous braking process, and a high
friction interface temperature can soften the material,
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thereby reducing the strength of the material and
deteriorating the friction stability. Because lubricants
have better fluidity in composites with larger porosities
and pore diameters, they can contribute maximally
to the cooling effect of lubricants to enhance the
stability of μd.
The wet friction materials used in this study are
primarily used in wet transmission systems, which
require the μd to be as high as possible within a certain
range. As shown in Fig. 13(b), the average μd values
of F1, F2, F3, and F4 were 0.1473, 0.1643, 0.1696, and
0.1756, respectively, showing a gradual increasing
trend. The improvement in μd is attributable to the
following factors: First, the introduction of chemical
foaming can improve the Sq of the material, which
can then increase the degree of engagement between
the friction material and friction pair. Therefore, the
friction torque that overcomes the mechanical action
during the braking process increases, resulting in an
improved μd. Second, the porosity and average pore
diameter of the composites continue to increase as
the contents of DPT and urea increase; as such, the
fluidity of the lubricant on the surface and inside the
material improves. The good fluidity of the lubricating
oil can thin out the lubricating oil film during braking,
thereby increasing the meshing degree between the
micro-protrusions on the friction surface and the
friction pair [42]. Consequently, a greater friction force
is required to overcome this mechanical engagement,
thereby resulting in an increase in the friction coefficient.
Additionally, it can remove a significant amount of
heat to prevent the reduction in the fixation degree
of the Sq peaks by the matrix, thereby resulting in a
lower μd. In addition, the increase in hardness and

Fig. 13 (a) Dynamic friction coefficients and (b) wear rates of different composites.
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elastic modulus indicates an increase in the Sq peak
strength; therefore, a larger friction force must be
applied during braking, which can increase μd.
Finally, the number of contact rough peaks can
increase under the same braking pressure owing to
the increase in compressibility, which results in an
increase in μd.
Figure 13(b) shows the wear rate of different
composites. It can be concluded that the wear rate
reduced significantly after foaming treatment. The
wear rate of F4 was 1.48 × 10−8 cm3/J, which was an
approximately 47.7% decrease compared with that
of F1 (2.83 × 10−8 cm3/J). The improvement in wear
performance was primarily due to the following
reasons. As shown in Figs. 7(b)–7(d), the samples after
foaming treatment yielded better interfacial bonding,
and the fibers, binder, and fillers were evenly
distributed and well bonded, thereby allowing each
component of the composites to contribute maximally.
The excellent interfacial bonding can reduce fiber
pullout, matrix peeling, and rough peak fracture, as
well as prevent the formation of abrasive particles,
thereby improving the wear performance. By contrast,
the friction surface of F1 was shielded by the matrix,
as shown in Fig. 7(a); as such, the reinforcing effect of
the fiber could not be fully exerted. Under a continuous
shear stress, the matrix cracked or peeled off easily,

causing an increase in the wear rate. Subsequently, a
higher temperature of the friction interface can soften
or destroy the material and reduce the strength of the
rough peaks. The decrease in the strength of the
material causes the material to fracture easily and
produce abrasive particles under a continuous sliding
friction, thereby aggravating the abrasive wear of the
material. The increase in porosity and average pore
diameter can accelerate the flow of lubricating oil
inside the composites; as such, the composites can
contribute maximally in reducing the interface
temperature and effectively preventing the strength
reduction of the roughness peaks. Finally, the introduction of a chemical foaming process can enhance
the curing degree of the binder. Consequently, the
hardness and elastic modulus of the matrix will be
improved, and hence favorable wear resistance can
be achieved.
As shown in Fig. 14, some changes occurred in the
surface morphology of the samples after wear. In the
continuous braking process, the friction surface was
subjected to cyclic contact stresses and deformation,
which resulted in the generation and propagation
of cracks, as shown in Fig. 14(a). When the braking
process continued, debris or particles peeled off from
the friction surface, thereby resulting in fatigue wear.
Moreover, it was discovered that the worn surface

Fig. 14 SEM micrographs of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F3, and (d) F4 after wear.
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became rougher than the surface before the wear. The
wear debris formed by matrix peeling and fiber
fracture adhered to the friction surface or filled the
pores, causing abrasive wear. The friction surface of
F1 showed more fiber debonding and matrix fracture,
as presented in Fig. 14(a), owing to the inferior
interfacial bonding and matrix strength. By contrast,
F4 presented a relatively smoother surface with
less damage, as shown in Fig. 14(d), which implied
excellent wear resistance.

4

Conclusions

In summary, the introduction of chemical foaming
technology to the traditional wet friction material
preparation process can effectively change the pore
structure of the material, i.e., an increase in the skeleton
density, total pore area, average pore diameter, and
porosity. After the optimization of the pore structure,
the interface bonding, Sq, and wettability of the
materials improved significantly, which was conducive
to the improvement in the friction and wear properties.
Using DPT and urea as the foaming system, the
thermal stability and strength of the matrix improved;
this was primarily attributed to the improvement in
the curing degree of the matrix. The application of
chemical foaming technology afforded simultaneous
improvements in the friction and wear properties,
i.e., μd increased by 19.2%, and the wear rate reduced
by 47.7%. This effectively solved the contradiction
between the increase in porosity and wear rate. This
study provides insights into the modification of the
pore structure of paper-based friction materials using
chemical foaming technology, as well as provides
new ideas for the regulation and optimization of the
pore structure of the materials.
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